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LET’S GO “DOWNEAST”
By Don Tritschler
Ever wonder about the term “Downeast”? Well, the tailwinds made sailors
feel they were coasting downhill when they sailed northeast to Cape Ann.
Today, let’s travel by car from Salem! The drive to Gloucester is 28 minutes and
16.6 miles. Rockport is another 4.2 miles.
Our first stop is Hammond Castle on 80 Hesperus Avenue (tel. 978-2832080). It lies on the seaside of Route 127 as you enter Gloucester from the
south, 3.4 miles before the town center. The castle is open Tuesday to Sunday
from 10 am to 4 pm (Seniors $9. Call ahead to see if you can join a tour!)

Pat Franklin

President’s Column
Hello fellow Explorers
and welcome to the fall 2017
semester! By now you have
probably started your classes. You
had 46 to choose from plus an
outstanding lineup of Book Club
selections and Friday Coffees.
My thanks to all the
volunteer instructors and to the
Curriculum Committee for their
efforts. As a member, you might
want to thank them as well. You
might even consider putting
together a course on a topic you
find interesting and exciting, one
that you wish to share with other
Explorers! Think about it...
In case you missed it, we
had our end-of-spring semester
Annual Meeting luncheon
on June 14th with nearly 100
attendees! During the business

continued on page 2

John Hays Hammond, Jr. built this medieval-style castle in the twenties
to serve both as his home and as a backdrop for his collection of Roman,
medieval, and Renaissance artifacts. The castle was constructed as a wedding
present for his wife Irene Fenton. The building housed the Hammond Research
Corporation, from which Dr. Hammond produced over 400 patents and the
ideas for over 800 inventions. Hammond was second only to Thomas Alva
Edison in number of patents. His most important work was the development of
remote control via radio waves.
Further on, we’ll cross the drawbridge onto South Stacy Boulevard. There
you will see the famous Fisherman’s Memorial Cenotaph on the right. I
remember taking my first good boyhood picture (with a Kodak box camera)
of that Fisherman at the Wheel. I also remember the movie “Captains
Courageous,” which celebrated those who go down to the sea in ships. The
names of those sailors are engraved on panels surrounding the seaward apron
in front of the Fisherman. This is sacred ground where the fleet is blessed every
spring, and the widows cast flowers on the water.
Cape Ann Museum—Art, History and Culture—at 27 Pleasant Street
(tel. 978.283.0455) is a good next stop. It is open 10-5, Tuesday through
Saturday. Tickets are $10 for seniors. Admission is free to members and youths
18 and under.
This charming museum accomplishes its mission to foster an appreciation of
the quality and diversity of life on Cape Ann, past and present; to further the
knowledge and enjoyment of Cape Ann history and art; to collect and preserve
significant information and artifacts; and to emphasize the highest standards
of quality and engage the broadest possible audience. Museum portraits reveal
the faces of Cape Ann. Paintings by local artists depict activities there on land
and sea, and exhibits include Cape Ann sculptors’ works along with its furniture
continued on page 2

President (continued)
meeting portion of the event, members approved and
welcomed a new slate of officers and at-large Board
of Trustees members. Our new Vice President is Joan
Tobin; our new Treasurer is Helen MacLaughlin; and
our new Recording Secretary is Claire Crosby. New
at-large Board members are Carol Damon and Gay
Porter. My personal thanks to you all for volunteering
your time and energy in support of the Explorers
organization.
Thanks as well to outgoing Treasurer, Donald
Harlow-Powell; Recording Secretary, Suzanne Kiley;
and at-large Board members, Frank Hawke and Judy
Selesnick. Your contributions over many years are
greatly appreciated, and your voices during Board
meetings will be missed. Don’t be surprised if I and
others request your opinions in the future!
Congratulations also to Donald Harlow-Powell for
being selected as Volunteer of the Year by the Board
of Trustees. Many thanks, Donald, for your service to
Explorers in numerous capacities.

LET’S GO “DOWNEAST” (continued)
and decorative arts. One unusual exhibit is a thorough
examination of granite quarrying.
Another interesting place is 7 Seas Whale Watch,
which is downtown at 63 Rogers Street (tel 978-2831776). The cost is $42 for seniors; $32 for kids. The
watches begin at 8:30 am and 1:30 pm. If you’re a theatregoer, the Gloucester Stage Company is worth a look
(gloucesterstage.com).
On the way to Rockport, we’ll check out Dogtown
which is two miles away via Maplewood and Cherry
streets. Rockport and Gloucester share its common.
Dogtown Common was originally called the Common
Settlement because it was used for pasturing cattle and
sheep. During the American Revolution the women of
Gloucester and Rockport hid there from Britiish soldiers.
The current name came from the dogs the women
brought with them. Later Dogtown offered protection
from pirates and hostile natives. By the end of the War
of 1812, most of the homes were abandoned. Supposedly,
however, some witches remained until 1830. Only dogs
and their feral offspring stayed around.

Next, kudos to Frank Hawke, Judy Selesnick, Don
Zaik and Ed Finglas for putting together a fantastic
program of Summer Intersession presentations. Well
done, as usual!
Finally, I’d like everyone to be aware of an exciting
opportunity available to a vibrant and energetic
Explorer. The “Explorers on the Road” position is
currently open. We’re looking for a special individual
to provide the joy of learning and social engagement
to residents at two North Shore senior living facilities.
In the past, the “Explorers on the Road” program
has involved conducting a one-hour “current events”
type program once a month at each facility. If you are
interested in this personally rewarding opportunity,
please mention it to Dawn in the office. Then she will
set up a time for us to go over a few more details.
I’m very excited to begin the fall semester—and
especially grateful to the friend who first encouraged
me to consider taking classes at Explorers several years
ago. I encourage everyone to suggest that friends join
you in your voyage of learning and social engagement.
Think of how much fun it would be having them share
in your learning experience!
Enjoy the fall Semester!
Pat
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The five-acre Dogtown site is worth a hike at some
point, starting from Cherry Street. Moderate hikes of
3.5 miles take approximately 2.25 hours. Be sure to
see the glacial moraine of rocks left when the glacier
receded! Dogtown is cited in John J. Babson’s history
of Gloucester. His grandson, Roger, commissioned
unemployed stonecutters to carve inspirational
inscriptions on approximately three dozen boulders in

Dogtown during the Great Depression. Babson also
mapped and numbered the cellar holes left from the
homes of Dogtown’s former residents.

framing (its floors are wood, too) make it waterproof, and
the paper furniture is beautiful. Entrance fee is $2 for
adults and $1 for children 6-14.

On to Rockport Harbor, which is busy with
commercial fishing. Its beautiful seaside also attracts
artists, many of whom can’t resist painting the red fishing
shack dubbed “Motif No. 1” across the harbor. In the
19th Century the town of Rockport grew wealthy by
supplying high-grade granite to the Industrial Revolution.

Beyond this stop is Halibut Point, a nature reserve. I
remember good fishing there with my stepson. Another
attraction back in town is Rockport Art Association, one
of the first in the country in 1922. Last but not least,
take a gander at the new gem of Rockport, Shalin Liu
Performance Center. This magnificent theatre presents
symphony concerts, chamber music, jazz, folk, popular,
theater, and simulcast opera. Oh yes, when the curtain is
pulled aside from the two-story window backstage, the
view is a marvel!

Rockport’s Bearskin Neck features quaint fishermen’s
shacks and, for visitors, interesting shops. The Paper
House (tel. 978-546-2629) is in that direction, after the
Yankee Clipper Inn, left on Curtis Street, at 52 Pigeon
Hill. The house and furnishings were built by Elis
Stenman, a mechanical engineer, from about 100,000
newspapers in 1924. The paper is good insulation!
The varnish holding it together on the house’s wooden

Our 23.1 mile return trip to Salem via Route 128 will
take about 48 minutes “upwind.” And, if you’re like me,
you’ll want to venture Downeast again and again!

PLANES, TRAINS, (SUBWAYS) AND AUTOMOBILES
FOR A JAZZY REUNION
By Ann Whittemore

My children and grandchildren are scattered on
two continents and over several time zones. So getting
together takes some doing and doesn’t happen too
often. I rotate Christmas visits among the ones on
this continent and occasionally am called upon for
child care. That happens less frequently now as
the grandchildren grow older. My daughter lives
in Denver. She has one son who is a music student,
going into his junior year at the Denver School of the
Arts where he is studying the trombone. In addition
to the concert and marching bands, he was selected
to play in the jazz ensemble. I was very proud and
excited to learn that his ensemble had been invited to
participate as one of the 13 national finalists in the
Essentially Ellington Competition for high school
jazz bands. The Competition was at Lincoln Center in
New York the first weekend in May. Wynton Marsalis
is the Artistic Director of the competition. I had only
heard the band once on a Denver radio station so I
was anxious to hear them in person. The Competition
started on Friday morning and continued through
Saturday evening when the three finalists played.
Since my youngest son lives in Bucks County,
Pennsylvania, an easy commute from the city, we
decided it would be a good opportunity to have a
mini-reunion.

The logistics went like this:
The Denver contingent would fly to New York
on Thursday where they were booked into a hotel
in midtown; they would go to Penn Station and get
the train to Hamilton, NJ (the nearest station to my
son’s home). I would fly into Newark on Thursday
and get the train to Hamilton where we would all
meet up (except for my grandson who would remain
at the hotel with the rest of the band) and go to my
son’s house where we would spend the night. Friday
morning my daughter, son-in-law and I got the train
to New York’s Penn Station and took the subway to
the hotel. Before I could check in, my daughter said I
had to come outside. There was Melissa McCarthy
as “Spicey” on her motorized podium driving
around mid-town Manhattan. Later we saw it on
Saturday Night Live!
Saturday morning my son, daughter-in-law and
granddaughter arrived by car from Pennsylvania, and
we attended Part II of the Competition. Following
lunch we went to Part III after which the three
finalists were announced. Denver School of the Arts
was among them. What a thrill! After dinner we
attended the concert in which the finalists played.
It seemed like the judges took forever to make their
decision but it was worth the wait. Denver School of
3

PLANES, TRAINS, (SUBWAYS) AND
AUTOMOBILES FOR A JAZZY REUNION
(continued)
the Arts placed second. The quality and artistry of
these high school musicians were outstanding.
How proud we were of the kids and everyone
connected with the band. Hugs and kisses all around
and my two grandchildren finally met. It was nice to
be together, however brief and busy it was. It was a
happy occasion.

Saturday night I said my goodbyes to the Denver
contingent then flew back to Boston on Sunday.
Monday my daughter called me. She and her
husband had gone out Sunday morning to walk
around and see some of the sights they weren’t
able to visit during the week. Afterwards they took
the subway back to the hotel. As they got off, she
realized she had left her purse in the subway car, and
she reported it to the transit police. When she and
her husband got to the airport she told her sad story
to the TSA agents because she had no ID. They were
sympathetic but needed something with her name
and address on it. So she reached into her backpack
and pulled out her New Yorker magazine with
the address label on it. The TSA agent waved her
through. The purse was turned in that day, and my
daughter-in-law was able to retrieve it the following
weekend. Nothing was missing. I guess there was
a lot of good karma with her and the band that
weekend. The “Duke” must have been watching over
them, and we weren’t even on the A Train.
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ROAD SCHOLAR NEWS
By Don Tritschler
The number of our active members who responded to
Road Scholar’s 2nd biennial survey was 115, those not
active, 33, and others on the mailing list, 61, totaling 209.
When asked if we were likely to recommend Explorers to
others, on a scale of 1-10, there were 111 tens and nines,
22 eights and sevens, and eight of them rated us six down
to three.
Road Scholar notes that Bain Consulting developed a
widely used method to analyze such ratings. Respondents
who rate a good or service with a 9 or 10 score are
“Promoters” and likely to say positive things; those who
rate it 7 or 8 are “Passives,” a neutral stance; and 1-6
respondents are “Detractors” and likely to say negative
things. To calculate Explorers’ score, you subtract the
percentage of Detractors (5.7%) from the percentage of
Promoters (78.7%) for our score of 73. The total score of
LLIs nationally (q.v.) is 78. Scores above 60 are considered
outstanding.
I prefer the list of reasons we gave for recommending
Explorers to others (also q.v.). First on the list of 129
answers (80 skipped) was the last one to arrive (1/5/17):
“I love it.” Another wrote that Explorers “has it all,
intellectually stimulating classes and topics and a
comfortable setting to interact with others.” The most
frequent comments were about the variety and selection of
courses. One said, “Most of the courses I have taken have
been informative and fun.” Another spoke of enjoying
“the course content and the knowledge of other students.”
Still, one spoke of “not enough challenging courses.”
Yet another spoke of “fun, learn new things, meet new
people, keep the brain sharp.” One noted, “great teachers
willing to listen and learn themselves.”
Among other quotes was, “It is my most favorite place
and it has been for the past 20 years, for spending time,
be[ing] with interesting people and to enrich my life by
always learning more.” Another said, “My husband and
I have been in Explorers for about 24 years. We have
made lifelong friends, which gave us a very complete
social life.” Exceptions to such satisfaction were, “NON
INTERESTING CLASSES” and “class selection needs
more diversification.” And, “Some classes I took last
Spring (2016) were disappointing, BUT ALL 3 courses I
took this fall, 2016 were tops.”
And there’s mention of other attractions: “I learn a
lot from the subjects we study. We have over 50 courses
a year, which are divided among fall and spring terms.
There are always more that interest me than the course

limit we are allowed to take. We also have Friday
Morning Coffees, which feature excellent speakers on
subjects of interest to me. During the winter and summer,
when no classes are scheduled, we have one or two
speakers almost every week, and these sessions are open to
nonmembers, as are the coffees.”

I called the boat owner and made an appointment to
meet him the following weekend. While he was making
out the bill of sale a young lady entered the room and was
introduced as his wife. “That must have been a terrible
experience,” I said to her. “Oh, I wasn’t there,” she replied.
I couldn’t get out of their house fast enough.

Others summarized the value of Explorers with such
comments as “Explorers allows one to learn in a social
environment, help run the organization if you wish,
teach if you wish, and make friends. You can enrich your
retirement.” Or “I enjoy the classes that I teach and the
classes that I take, and I enjoy the camaraderie.”

Long story short: I rebuilt the boat and sailed her
happily with my family for the next ten years.

Other parts of the survey cover such data as length
of membership, length of commuting to Explorers, the
roles members assume, and their interest in trips. To fully
know what’s in the survey and compare ours with other
LLIs around the country, you can consult the booklet on
the table under our art wall.

PLAYING WITH FIRE

By Monty Morris

My wife Betsy and I have always had sailboats. We
started with a 16 ft. “Townie” and moved up to a 23 ft.
“Rocket” in which we cruised to Maine with our two
small boys. When our daughter came along it was time to
look for a bigger boat.

Not having much money, I wrote to a bunch of Boston
area boat surveyors to inquire about damaged boats. Only
one replied to tell me about a fire-damaged Dufour 27 in
Manchester. We went over to the boatyard to inspect the
remains and found most of the deck burned away, but
the hull seemed intact. I submitted a bid of $525 to the
owner’s insurance company and it was accepted. I was
told to contact the owner for a bill of sale.
By this time I had heard the circumstances of the fire
(as had everyone on the North Shore). On a cold spring
night a couple had kicked over an alcohol stove while
moored to a Manchester dock. They fled up the dock,
stark naked, to pound on the door of the nearest house.

EXPLORERS MEMBER
PROFILE: JOAN TOBIN
By Judy Selesnick
In case you haven’t yet had the pleasure of meeting
Joan Tobin, let me introduce her to you. Joan describes
herself as a “wanderer.” She was born in Brooklyn, New
York, grew up in Queens and Long Island, and went to
school at Boston University. She left Boston after two
years and went back to New York where she enrolled in
Cornell University and earned her BSN, then received her
MSN in Community Health Nursing from BU. Joan met
her husband Richard when she was a sophomore at BU,
and he was attending BU law school. They married young
and had two children. They then moved to Pittsburgh—a
career move for Richard. Later on, they moved back to
the Boston area, and she hasn’t left since.
What Joan loved most about moving back to MA was
being able to bring her children up in Marblehead and
establish her nursing career in the area, while Richard
established his general law practice. Unfortunately Joan
later became a young widow; she lovingly remembers
Richard as a wonderful father, husband, and chef. She did
the shopping and cleaning, and he did all the cooking as
they both worked.
Joan worked as a nurse at Lynn Hospital, then became
a nursing instructor and health care administrator. She
has also worked with the elderly at an assisted living
facility. (She jokes that every nursing school she has been
associated with has closed!)
Following retirement, Joan wanted to meet interesting
people and participate in an educational endeavor. So
she became a member of Explorers LLI and found a very
welcoming atmosphere and friendly group of members.
What’s more, Joan herself has become increasingly active
and participatory. She presented an intersession class on
assisted living and brought a woman with her who was
very important and inspirational in her life–“Abby.” Abby,
who was 96 years young, participated in the presentation.
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EXPLORERS MEMBER PROFILE:
JOAN TOBIN(continued)
Joan also co-coordinated a course
on mental health issues.
After serving on the
Curriculum Committee for
several years and as the recorder,
Joan was nominated in June for
the office of Vice President of
the Explorers (which, according
Joan Tobin
to the by-laws, means that in
July, 2018 she will automatically
succeed Pat Franklin, our new and current President).

skirts featured slits or kick pleats to enable walking. These
skirts, boys’ chinos, newsboy caps, Bermuda shorts, and
even some saddle shoes had decorative tabs and buckles in
the back which were eventually banned in schools because
they scratched the wooden seat backs. Girls were allowed to
wear pants under skirts in extremely cold weather, but they
were to be removed and stored in lockers.
Girls’ hair styles included the pixie cut, the poodle cut,
the French twist, and the D.A., a more feminine version
of the “greaser” look. Hair was combed back to meet in a
ridge in the center of the head. It was not unusual to see
girls in public with their hair in rollers, covered by the
silk triangles which could also decorate the necklines of
sweaters and be tied under the collars of blouses. Those

Joan is an avid reader and knitter. She has traveled
extensively–and intends to keep exploring. She resides
in Salem with her dog “Maggie” and has two children,
four grandchildren, and two grand dogs who are all very
important in her life.

DO YOU REMEMBER?
LET’S REVISIT THE 1950’S
By Suzanne Kiley
Television was new. People often gathered outside store
windows to watch the black and white images on the
sets inside. Some were invited to the homes of friends or
relatives, especially on Sunday night, to watch Gunsmoke
and The Ed Sullivan Show. That’s where we first saw
Elvis, filmed from the waist up, of course.

rollers, either hard plastic or wire with bristles, were torture
to sleep in, but we persevered. Remember those ads for
home permanents that asked you to decide which twin has
the Toni? Boys favored short hair with “flat tops.” Butch
wax kept the hair standing up appropriately.

After school, children were entertained by The Mickey
Mouse Club and Mr. Rogers who assured them he
liked them “just the way you are.” American Bandstand
introduced teens to the stroll and the twist. In an early
attempt to add color, a film with shades of blue, red, and
green could be placed over the TV screen. Reception
required an antenna on a tower rising above the roof that
could be rotated from inside the house. Nowadays you
can Google interesting information on test patterns that
appeared after broadcasting ended at midnight every day.

Saturdays might be spent at the movies where a double
feature with cartoons and news could last all afternoon,
and it was even possible to watch it all a second time.
All this for fifty cents. (Twenty-five cents if you said you
were twelve years old.) When we were older and a few
classmates had cars, we would go to drive-in movies. Since
admission was based on the number of people, several of us
would squeeze into the trunks of those large cars. On nice
nights, people would leave their cars to sit on the hoods.
Sometimes what was going on in neighboring cars diverted
our attention from the screen!

Girls wore long skirts that nearly touched their triplerolled white socks. In my high school, dog collars were
worn over these. Preferred shoes were Spaulding white buck
saddle shoes or penny loafers which could be brown leather
or black suede. For some reason, we cut the heels off the
suede loafers. Cotton summer skirts were full and worn
with crinolines underneath. Full circle skirts, often made of
felt, might be decorated with appliqued poodles. Straight

Remember the other drive-ins, restaurants with car hops,
some on roller skates, and those trays that attached to the
car window? There was certainly a lot of eating in cars!
One of my first summer jobs was in a drive-in (but no car
hops involved) that featured hamburgers, French fries, hot
dogs, milkshakes, soft-serve ice cream, and root beer. We
were not allowed to write down the orders as they were
placed by people standing in line at the window. Imagine
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remembering three hot dogs, one with catsup, one with
catsup and mustard, one plain; one hamburger with relish
and onion, etc., and then figuring the total in our heads as
we prepared the order ourselves and made change. For this,
we were paid fifty cents an hour, and there were seldom
tips. And no air conditioning.
Schools did not have cafeterias, so we were given an
hour for lunch. Only the students who lived outside the
city limits and were bussed to school, or those playing
intramural sports, were allowed to bring lunches to eat in
the classroom. Everyone else walked home where stay-athome moms had the meal ready. When we were in high
school, my friends and I had lunch often at an ice cream
parlor in town which had a few tables and a counter. Grilled
cheese and grilled tuna sandwiches were popular along with
chocolate-cherry Cokes.
Our high school building was an older one that featured
a swimming pool. We did not see this as an advantage.
Once a week, we (and the girls in the junior high next
door) donned cotton tank suits in a lovely shade of faded
gray. For some reason, we decided to request the largest size
which was in great danger of slipping down. There were no
hair dryers, so we returned to class with wet stringy hair.
The chlorine turned hair greenish where strips had been
peroxided.
If this has brought back memories for you, I hope you
will share them.

INTERSESSION RECAP
By Jane Casler
On August 16, Explorers Allyan Rivera and Ruth
Harkness shared two fascinating perspectives on the “Pearl
of the Antilles’—Cuba. Allyan, who was born on the
island, shared her childhood memories of Cuba before,
during, and after Fidel Castro came to power. Ruth,
who visited Cuba in 2016, described her impressions as
a tourist. Both speakers brought Cuba to life with vivid
memories and photos of its architecture, geography, social
customs, and people.

EXPERIENCES AND
INSIGHTS FROM A CHILD
OF CUBA: ALLYN’S STORY
Through the use of colorful images, vivid descriptions,
and personal recollections from her childhood in Cuba,
Allyan pointed out places that visitors should see there. We
also learned a bit about two heroes of the Cuban people:
Hatuey, a chief of the Tainos, a subgroup of the Caribbean
Arawakan Indians, who was burned at the stake as the
first martyr for independence in the hemisphere; and Jose
Marti, who is considered “the father of the country” of
Cuba.
Next came a brief overview of Cuban history and the
role played by the United States. In 1898, in its quest
to separate Cuba from Spain, the US called for Cuban
independence. Under the Platt Amendment to the
constitution in 1901, seven conditions for removal of US
forces from Cuba were set forth. The eighth condition was
that Cuba had to agree to the first seven! The US would
be allowed to stay on the island and purchase property
including Guantanamo. On May 20, 1902 Cuba declared
its independence from Spain. While there was controversy
about the US remaining in Cuba, Allyan observed that
Cuba also benefited from an American presence. “The US
has always had a stake in Cuba,” she remarked, “has made
many investments and eradicated yellow fever.”
The most compelling portions of Allyan’s presentation
were her personal memories of her childhood in Cuba. She
went to a private school, and her family was comfortably
middle class until Castro took over in 1959. At the same
time, under Cuba’s long-term dictator, Fulgencio Batista,
there was stunning economic inequality. Factory workers
were poor and illiterate. Most Cubans had no healthcare
so they relied on “natural healing.” Yet there was a very
wealthy upper class, Cuba’s “top 1%.”
When Castro first came to power, Allyan’s parents and
many others disapproved. However, young Allyan and
her family’s maids took to the street to cheer him on as
“the Robin Hood of the revolution.” Castro expanded
education and healthcare throughout Cuba, and lots of
people became bilingual. Nevertheless, “Wealthy people
saw what was going on right away and left in the first
few months with nothing but the clothes on their backs.”
(Many did have money squirreled away in other countries.)
It wasn’t long before Allyan’s life went from “living
joyously to despair.” Under Castro, children were
taught how to shoot guns. Property was privatized
without compensation. “Committees for Defense of the
7

EXPERIENCES AND CHILD INSIGHTS
FROM A CHILD OF CUBA: ALLYN’S
STORY(continued)
Revolution” sprouted up on every block in Havana.
Anyone who wanted to travel or simply to change where
they lived needed their local committee’s permission.
Food ration cards could be taken away. “Within six weeks
of Castro coming into Havana,” Allyan recalled, “we had
new textbooks—‘history’ had changed!” And, the people
of Cuba were induced to spy on their neighbors. Allyan
remembers as a child seeing people shot in the streets.
In 1960 Allyan and her family left their native land.
She remembers everyone being strip-searched at the
airport to ensure they were not taking money out of the
country. Over the next two years under the Peter Pan
Airlift, 14,000 Cuban children between the ages of 4 and
16 were sent to the US by their parents. Most went to
orphanages. Nevertheless, recalls Allyan, it was “a lifesaving airlift.”
Today, Allyan has poignant memories of her homeland
and its years under Fidel Castro. She says that she has
“witnessed a lot of the pluses but also the terrible pain
that has come to the country.”
Looking toward the future, Allyan is pleased that
President Obama opened up relations again, and she has
hope for the younger generation. She told us, “As more
people from outside come to Cuba and talk to the people,
I think things will open up more.” But she adds a note
of caution—“Today you can easily land in jail, even as a
foreigner, if you don’t say the right thing.”

EXPERIENCES AND
INSIGHTS FROM A
VISITOR TO CUBA:
RUTH’S STORY
Explorer Ruth Harkness visited Cuba in 1959 when
Fidel Castro had first come to power, and she always
wanted to go back. In 2016 she did, with a “People to
People” program. “There were only seven of us,” she
says, “and it was a 45-minute flight from Miami to
Havana.” Ruth’s group was told to bring only a small bag.
Meanwhile, she recalls, other people “were bringing in
huge TVs and other appliances wrapped in bubble wrap.”
Ruth shared colorful photos of her trip, including:
Revolution Square where one of Castro’s speeches lasted
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seven hours; the fine arts museum where she puzzled over
a piece of art, a cockroach with a human head; the hotel
where her People to People group stayed; structures that
spanned from modern high-rises to rundown abandoned
buildings; and Ernest Hemingway’s favorite bar where
Ruth says she sampled one of his favorite cocktails, “a very
powerful daiquiri” that she couldn’t drink.
One of Ruth’s most arresting memories is a night at a
“Buena Vista Social Club” event in a nightclub. At 10:30
pm as dinner was being served, the group learned that
Fidel Castro had died. Says Ruth, “Our guide was up all
night rearranging activities.” For the remainder of their
visit, the absence of music “was very noticeable.”
Ruth witnessed diverse reactions to Castro’s death
among the Cuban people she spoke with. The “younger
people didn’t care.” Some older people “were crying.”
Other people “were rejoicing in the streets.” They all were
very friendly and wanted to talk to Americans, she recalls,
“but were cautioned about what to talk about. They didn’t
ask, ‘Do you like Fidel?’”
Among the sights and experiences that Ruth found
especially memorable:
•

Walking at night is very safe.

•

Beautiful wrought-iron filigree gates open up into
courtyards, some of which have art installations.

•

Moorish influences are apparent on window 		
details.

•

Common colors—yellow and blue—symbolize
the sand and sea.

•

No modern machinery is available to restore the
many crumbling buildings.

•

Hemingway “would put away 10 or 12 of those
“powerful daiquiris” at night then stagger back to
his place.

•

School children wear uniforms, and education is
free. Fully 97% of the Cuban people are literate,
“a real plus of the revolution.”

•

Bongos, congas, mother-of-pearl jewelry prevail at
open-air markets.

•

On the street, women sell cigars.

•

Salsa dancing lessons were fun at a night club.

•

A cigar shop demo revealed that cigar rolling is
“what makes a cigar special.” It takes 20 minutes
to a half hour to roll just one cigar. “A learned 		
skill, an art.”

If you’re interested in traveling to Cuba, Ruth’s People
to People group had a driver, a van, and a guide/translator.
The tour lasted five days, and they were constantly on-thego. Today, with the change in US Administrations, travel
to Cuba is in a state of flux. If you plan a trip, be sure to
check the current guidelines.

GOING DOWNHILL
By Linda Weltner

Four years ago, I broke my ankle in four places and
spent two months in a hospital bed on the first floor
of our house. Two months of sponge baths is not an
experience I wanted to repeat, but two years later, walking
the dog in the winter,
I slipped on black ice
again, broke the other
ankle in four places
again, spent two
months in a hospital
bed again, and
resigned myself to
being as close to clean Handicapped Shower
as a wash cloth and
warm soapy water in a bowl could make me. Don’t even
ask about shampooing with powder you brush through
your hair!
My husband and I had grown used to being in good
health, but we finally had to face that we needed a full
bath on the first floor, one that would allow someone
confined to a wheelchair to take a shower. We no longer
felt invincible. In fact, we decided to set up the house so
that we might eventually move our living space entirely
downstairs. In our zeal to update our half-bath, we not
only sacrificed part of our hall to put in a large shower
that was level with the floor, we also added an expensive
toilet. It not only warmed the seat, but more importantly
had a remote control that allowed us to choose where to
direct warm streams of water, sparing anyone else from
having to treat us like infants. I’ll leave it to you to figure
out what that means.
We have never washed in that shower. After one test
each, we have never used the remote control. But we know
it’s there, if and when we need it. And we’re used to guests
calling out, “What the hell is this thing on the wall?”
And answering, “You’re too young to know. We’ll tell you
when you’re older.”
We also have a second home. It’s a square shelter, 20
feet x 24 feet, that we built ourselves in a field in Vermont
when we were a great deal younger. We were good with
hammers and saws, but everything else was beyond our

ability so it has no running water, no electricity, no heat,
no phone and no Internet coverage. When we vacation
there in the summer, we cook at an outdoor fireplace,
recline in a hammock, eat at an outdoor picnic table, and
wash our plastic dishes in water carried from a nearby
stream that is heated over our campfire. At night, we
light with candles and an occasional flashlight, and
understandably, we climb into our double sleeping bag
early.
Oh, I forgot to mention that every day we bathe in
our stream. At the bottom of a 3-inch waterfall, there’s a
thigh-deep pool that we wash in every morning, rain or
shine. I have a photo I cannot show you that my husband
took of me naked in the pool under an umbrella. I didn’t
want the rain to get my hair wet. Unfortunately, the
stream has cut its way into the earth and we had to build
a stone stairway to make our way down the slope. This
summer, we discovered our sense of balance was also
going downhill.
We have already reduced the size of the container we
used to carry water up from the stream to our “kitchen.”
We have already built a banister to steady us coming
down the stairs from the shelter. But now we had to
handicap our rushing ice-cold water “bathtub.” After
all, at 83 and 79, if one of us fell, without a phone and
without close neighbors, we would be—to clean up a rude
slang phrase—“up a creak without a paddle.”
So we asked the son of a friend to help us make the
route safer and to help my husband Jack replace some flat
rock stairs that were beginning to wobble. The solution
was 1. A purple plastic kid’s sled used to haul bigger rocks
to the stairs
and 2. A
very thick
rope to
string from
tree to tree
along the
full length of
our journey.
We
had been
Handicapped Stream
hoping that
at some point Jack and I would start growing younger,
but unfortunately, that has not come to pass. Instead
we’re taking the places we remember being young in and
adapting them to the limitations of two old coots, or one
coot and a crone. And our life will go on until it doesn’t.
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ANNUAL
MEETING/
LUNCHEON
2017
A GOOD TIME
HAD BY ALL!!!
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